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On a LiouTille transformation for

Nota di RICHARD BELLMAN (a Santa Monica, IL S. A.)

Sunto. - Si dimostra che se loga(x,y) è armonico si pua cambiare la va*
Habile indipendente in modo che Vequazione si trasformi in un'altra
a coefficienti costanti.

Summary. - It is shown that under the assuwiption that log a(x, y) is
harmonie we can find a change o f independent variable rohich reduces
the équation to one with constant coefficients.

1. Introduction.

In the study of the boundedness, stability and asymptotic
behavior of the solutions of the second-order linear differential
équation

(1) u" ± a%t)u = 0.

&n essential tooi is the LIOUVILLE transformation

t

{2) s=ja(t1)dt1.
o

This is a 1 — 1 transformation for large t if a(t) > 0 for ail t> t0.
It transforms (1) into the équation

d2u a'(t) du

If a'(£)/a2(£) is small in some sensé, either as t —~ oo because of
the rate of increase of a(t), or because a(t) is slowly varying, we
have an équation with almost-constant coefficients. A further
change of variable

(4) u = v/aty)1!*

reduces (3) to an équation of the form
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From this équation, the WKB approximation follows immedia-
tely. For the details of these transformations and many further
results, see CHARTER 6 of our book, [1],

In studying the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of partial
differential équations of the form

16) uxx -+- Uyy =b a*(x, y)u = 0

as x, y —*- oo; it is tempting to search for a transformation similar
to that given in (2). In this paper, we will show that the desired
transformation exists, and indeed does more than what might be
expected, under certain favorable circumstances.

2. Preliminary Galculations.

Replacing x and y by two as yet unspecified independent
variables s and t, we obtain the relations

The équation of (1.6) in the new variables has the form

(2) ^SS(
ST:Z "+- SyZ) -+" Mittfa? + ty*) + %Ust(Sxtx -+- Syty)

±a*(x, y)u = 0.

We wish to détermine two fanctions of x and y. s(x, y) and
t(X) y), such that the foilowing relations hold :

(3) sx
2 -+- Sy1 = a*(x, y)

S^tv H" Syty = 0 .

From the first two of these relations, we see that

sv = a(x, i/) sin o, ^v = a(x, y) sin Ĵ ,

for two f unctions ep(a5, /̂) and Ĵ (x, 2/).
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The third relation, the orthogonality relation, requires that

(5) cp — | = ± Tt/2.

Choosing ^ = cp -+- TU/2, we have

(6) sx = a{x, y) cos a>, tx — a(cc, 2/) sin cp,

sy = a(a?, y) sin cp, ^ = — a(x, y) cos cp.

The Jacobian of the transformation

(7) s = s(x, y)

t = t(x, y)

is thus a^x, /̂). It follows that we wish to assume that a2(x, y) > 0

f or je > . Ï»O » V > 2/o •

It remains to détermine under what conditions upon a(x, y)
there exists a function ©(as, /̂) satisfying the desired relations.

3. Condition upon a(x, y).

In order for (2.6) to hold, we must have

(1) (*.)* = (*,)«, {ta)y = ityï*>

or

(2) (a cos cp)y — (a sin cp)̂ , (a sin cp)y = (— a cos <p),x.

A simple calculation shows that (2) is equivalent to the relations

(3) ?* = «y/» = ^ ( log <*)>

% = - aja = — — (log a).

I t follows that cp exists if, and only if,

In other words, we must suppose that log a(x, y) is a harmonie
function.
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4. The Transformée! Equation.

Having made this assumption, we reap the bonus that

(1) sxx = ax cos cp — acp̂  sin © = ax cos cp — ay sin <p,

s ^ = ay sin cp -h ayy cos cp = a^ sin <p — ax cos <p,

whence

(2) s ^ -+- syy = 0,

and similarly

(3) ^ + ^ = 0.

Thus the équation in terms of the new variables is

(4) uss ~^utt^iu—0.

5. Discussion.

In connection with the study of the asymptotic behavior of the
solutions of (1.6), we need only demand that the principal term
of log a{x, y) be harmonie. Using this principal term and carrying
through the foregoing transformation, we will obtain an équation
of the form

(1) uss + tttt + ( ± l + 5(s, t))u = 0.

We shall discuss these matters elsewhere.

Observe that for a(x, y) = ehccy, the foregoing transformation
yields various reasonably explicit solutions of the équation

(2) u xx -4- uyy ± etK**u = 0.
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